UNITED STATES AIR FORCE REPORT
TO THE
INTELLIGENCE OVERSIGHT BOARD
AS OF
31 MARCH 1981

1. (U) Actions Taken:

   a. (U) Intelligence Inspection Branch, Air Force Inspection and Safety Center (AFISC), visited 17 units and conducted an Over-the-Shoulder Inspection (OTSI) of the Electronic Security Command (ESC) Inspector General (IG) inspecting the 6950th Electronic Security Group (ESG), RAF Chicksands, United Kingdom. The ESC IG conducted an evaluation of the 6950 ESG intelligence oversight program. The report of the USAF Imagery Intelligence Functional Management Inspection (FMI) was approved and distributed. The limited followup to the USAF Operations-Intelligence Interface FMI continued with visits to four continental United States (CONUS), seven Pacific, and two European locations. Four human resources intelligence (HUMINT) activities in the Pacific area were inspected for management effectiveness (MEI). Intelligence oversight programs in two units were The intelligence oversight program at Operating Location C (OL-C), 7602d Air Intelligence Group (AINTELG), Hickam Air Force Base (AFB), Hawaii, Head-quarters (HQ) 7602 AINTELG had All OL-C personnel were well aware of restrictions on intelligence activities, and no illegalities or improprieties were noted. Appropriate 7602 AINTELG directives were being changed to include OL-C within their scope. An observer from the Air Force Intelligence Service (AFIS) IG staff accompanied the AFISC team through the Pacific.

   b. (U) Other HQ USAF activities included staffing revisions to two Air Force regulations (APR) affected by
Executive Order (EO) 12036, United States Intelligence Activities. AFR 95-8, Requesting and Reporting Aerial Photography, will incorporate specific reference to limitations on USAF collection of aerial photography in accordance with EO 12036. AFR 200-19, Restrictions on Intelligence Activities, is being changed to formally implement the provisions of DOD Regulation 5240.1-R, Procedures Governing the Activities of DOD Intelligence Components That Affect United States Persons, within the Air Force.

c. 

d. (U) ESC IG conducted three MEIs during this period. ESC units worldwide were in the process of obtaining copies of the AFISC-produced film, "President's Intelligence Oversight Program," to indoctrinate newcomers and conduct refresher training. No illegalities or improperies were noted in ESC intelligence collection activities.

e. (U) The Air Force Office of Special Investigations (AFOSI) IG inspected 5 AFOSI districts and 25 detachments during this period.

f. (U) AFIS IG sent a staff member to observe the AFISC inspections of HUMINT activities in the Pacific area, as part of their orientation program preparatory to assuming inspection responsibilities.

2. (U) Actions Planned:

a. (U) During 1 April through 30 June 1981, the AFISC Intelligence Inspection Branch will continue the HUMINT inspection cycle with the Domestic Contact Division offices. This inspection will be a joint effort with the AFIS IG.
c. (U) ESC IG is scheduled to inspect three units in Alaska and the CONUS during this period.

d. (U) AFOSI IG will inspect 4 districts (1 in CONUS, 3 in USAFE) with a total of 30 detachments.

e. (U) AFIS IG will join APISC in inspecting USAF elements in Domestic Contact Division offices in nine major cities throughout the United States.
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